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1 Introduction

This report documents a candidate design for a multiband land mobile radio (LMR) antenna system.
This is the first design attempt made under our project “Antenna Systems for Multiband Mobile &
Portable Radio” [1]. The antenna system is intended for use in multiband vehicle-mounted push-
to-talk systems, such as those commonly employed in public safety organizations. In this phase of
the project, our intent is to test the limits of what is possible using only the simplest conventional
antenna (here, a roof- or trunk-mounted monopole) with a rudimentary antenna tuner.

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the system. It consists of a simple ground-plane monopole,
an automatic electronic tuner, cable sufficient to connect the system to an existing transceiver, and
(optionally) a multiplexer allowing multiple transceivers to share the antenna system. The goal of
this system is to provide reasonable receive performance in the VHF-High (138–174 MHz), 220 MHz,
UHF (406–512 MHz), and 764–862 MHz bands simultaneously; and reasonable transmit performance
in any one of these bands at a time. Although a goal of our project is to also support the VHF-Low
(25–50 MHz) band, this is not achieved in this design.

Figure 1: Block diagram of the candidate antenna system.

The design strategy and resulting design details are described in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. In
Section 4 we present the theoretical performance of this design, determined using the methodology
and metrics that we developed in our previous report [2].

We conclude that this candidate design represents a step in the right direction, but falls short
of the performance of existing commonly-used single-band antenna systems in some areas. Many
possible improvements are noted and will be the focus of future work.

2 Design Strategy

The starting point for this design was the requirement that the antenna itself be simple and sim-
ilar in form to existing single-band antennas used in this application; i.e., monopoles. Given this
constraint, we chose a monopole that would perform well in a traditional mode of operation in the
center of the highest desired frequency band, around 800 MHz. It is well-known that monopoles
with lengths λ/4 and 5λ/8 are good choices. A 5λ/8 design is the better choice in this case, for two
reasons: (1) 800 MHz monopoles are already physically small, so there is not much to be gained by
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trying to reduce antenna size for operation in this band, and (2) the extra length will make design
for lower frequencies easier. The design considered here is 23.5 cm long, and has not been optimized.

The only other antenna parameter to consider given the “mechanically simple” design constraint
is diameter. It is well-known that impedance bandwidth increases with increasing diameter; on the
other hand, weight, wind loading, and overall ruggedness are important practical considerations.
We arbitrarily chose a diameter of 10 mm, as this is very close to a standard size for stock metallic
rod, and seems reasonable to us from the perspective of the cited practical considerations. The rod
can be hollow.

To proceed, it is necessary to know the self-impedance (ZA) and effective length (le) of the
monopole in situ; that is, as it is installed. In this report, we use the same theoretical model for the
antenna impedance that was used in [2]. This model assumes an infinite ground plane, whereas in
vehicular installations the closest distances from the antenna to the edge of the horizontal surface on
which the antenna is mounted will be in the range 0.5λ – 3λ, where λ is the free-space wavelength.
At the low end of this range, the infinite ground plane approximation is only marginally valid, so
follow-up of the results of this report using measurements and/or more-accurate models will be im-
portant.1 In this report, we use the same theoretical model for the effective length that was used in
[2].

Again using the analysis methodology described in [2], we estimated the performance of an
antenna system consisting of the monopole described above, followed by 5.18 m (17 ft) of RG-58
coaxial cable, connected to a transceiver. The conditions for this analysis are the same as were used
in [2], and are repeated below for convenience:

• The co-polarized incident electric field magnitude E was set to 7.2 µV/m, and held constant
with frequency. (As shown in [2], this signal level results in reasonable S/N at the transceiver
input when the antenna is a thin 453 MHz-resonant quarter-wavelength monopole.)

• The lower-bound (celestial noise-limited) environmental noise model described in [2] is used.

• RG-58 coaxial cable is modeled exactly as described in [2].

• The assumed ambient physical temperature is Tp = 293 K.

• As proposed in [2], the assumed input-referred noise power spectral density of the transceiver’s
receiver is 4.5 × 10−20 W/Hz, corresponding to the TIA-603-specified sensitivity.

• The transceiver is assumed to be operating in an analog FM mode with bandwidth B =
12.5 kHz. Under the conditions specified above, S/N greater than about 6.5 dB is sufficient
to meet the TIA-603-specified receive audio quality specification.

The predicted S/N at the transceiver input for our simple monopole–cable–transceiver system is
shown in Figure 2.2 With respect to the bare-minimum acceptable S/N of about 6.5 dB, we see
that the performance is already reasonable over the ranges 138–493 MHz and from 731 MHz to
greater than 900 MHz. If the criterion is increased to allow an additional 6 dB margin, the useful
bandwidth is reduced to 215–378 MHz, which of our bands of interest includes only the 220 MHz
band.

To better understand how this level of performance compares to conventional antennas, we
calculated the performance for a variety of thin (2 mm diameter) ideal quarter-wavelength monopoles
(QWMs) under the same conditions. The results are shown in Figure 3. In each case, the length of

1This is one of the topics to be addressed in Project Report 3. As will be reported there, measurements indicate
the accuracy of the simple theoretical model is probably sufficient for design purposes.

2It should be noted that, as in [2], the noise is strongly dominated by the transceiver’s self-noise. However, we
assume that improvement of the transceiver’s noise figure – for example, by using an additional low-noise amplifier –
is not an option.
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Figure 2: Receive S/N at transceiver input for the candidate monopole, with no tuning.
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Figure 3: Receive S/N at transceiver input. Same as Figure 2, but now showing also the performance
of various ideal quarter-wavelength monopoles (QWM’s) for comparison.

the QWMs are set to achieve resonance at the indicated frequency. Note that the thin band-specific
QWMs outperform the candidate monopole in each band except in the 700/800 MHz band, where
the candidate monopole is working as a conventional 5λ/8 monopole. From this we conclude that
although the receive performance of the candidate monopole might be acceptable with respect to
industry specifications, the performance is not as good as that achieved using commonly-available
band-specific antennas. However, it will be shown in Section 4 that the tuning used to implement
transmit-mode operation will greatly improve the receive S/N situation as well. Thus for this
monopole there will be a significant tradeoff that can be made between the sensitivity that can be
achieved in any one band (using tuning), versus the number of bands over which a reduced but
useful level of sensitivity is possible (that is, without tuning).

As discussed in [2], a primary concern for transmit-mode operation is VSWR seen by the
transceiver. Figure 4 shows the VSWR for the antenna system employing the candidate monopole.
Note that in our bands of interest, 2:1 or better VSWR is achieved only above about 823 MHz.
Thus, some form of antenna tuning will be usually required for transmit.

Based on these findings, we conclude that an antenna tuner is required. Because the necessary
tuning will vary from band to band, and because the tuning is essential for transmit-mode operation,
the tuner must (1) be able to determine when the transceiver is transmitting, and in what band;
and (2) configure the tuner appropriately. This is accommodated in the design described in the next
section.
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Figure 4: Transmit VSWR seen by transceiver for the candidate monopole with no tuning. The
result for an ideal 851 MHz-resonant QWM is shown for comparison.
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Finally, we consider the issue that in many cases, multiband installations are implemented using
multiple single-band transceivers, as opposed to a single multiband transceiver. When multiple
transceivers are employed, it is necessary to divide the output of the antenna-tuner-cable system.
One possible choice for doing this is to use a traditional power divider. This however has the
severe drawback that the insertion loss is greater than 3 dB for two-way dividing, 6 dB for 4-way
dividing, and so on. An approach which does not suffer this drawback is to use a multiplexer, as
proposed in previous work [3]. In the receive direction, a multiplexer divides its input according to
frequency range, so that nominally all the power associated with a specified frequency band goes to a
single output. In this application, a multiplexer will have the additional advantage of increasing the
transmit-to-receive isolation between transceivers. Because the design of the multiplexer required in
this candidate design is elementary and relatively low risk, it is left for a future task.

3 Candidate Design

The remaining problem is to design a suitable antenna tuner. A block diagram is as shown in
Figure 5. In this approach, we use switchable shunt reactances located along the transmission line.
When disconnected by the switch, the shunt reactances have no effect; therefore in principle any
number of shunt reactances can be employed. In practice, we would like to constrain the shunt
positions to a limited range over a section of the coaxial cable close to the antenna, so that they
may be conveniently contained within a compact enclosure.

Figure 5: Block diagram of the antenna tuner.

The shunt reactances can in principle be implemented as discrete capacitors; however in practice
this is becomes difficult at frequencies in the VHF-High band and above due to the small values
required. A scheme which is practical over the entire range of interest is to implement each shunt
reactance as a open-circuited section of transmission line; i.e., a “stub”. The stubs can be imple-
mented literally using the same (e.g., RG-58) cable used in the primary transmission line; or, more
conveniently, using microstrip lines on a printed circuit board. For the lower-frequency stubs it may
be desirable to combine techniques; specifically, to divide the reactance between cable or microstrip
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line and a discrete capacitor, so as to minimize the space required.

In the specific design considered here, we use one stub to accommodate one nominal frequency
in each of the four bands of interest. The design is summarized in Table 1. The frequencies were
chosen arbitrarily, but correspond to frequencies sometimes used by public safety organizations. As
noted above, there is no specific reason that the design must be limited to four nominal frequencies
or four stubs; we do this only to limit the scope of the study and to quantify what is possible
with the simplest possible system. Similarly, tuning schemes that could be expected to have broader
bandwidth (e.g., using multiple stubs per nominal frequency, or varying the impedance of the primary
transmission line) are also possible, but are not considered here for the same reasons.

Distance from Length of equivalent
Nom. Freq. antenna term. Shunt C open-circuited stub

851 MHz 29.1 cm 5.1 pF 3.5 cm
453 MHz 36.3 cm 18.6 pF 8.4 cm
221 MHz 18.5 cm 48.8 pF 18.3 cm
153 MHz 29.4 cm 174.6 pF 29.9 cm

Table 1: Tuning stubs selected for demonstration of the candidate design. The transmission lines
assumed in columns 2 and 4 are assumed to have the same characteristics as RG-58 coaxial cable.

The switches which connect/disconnect the stubs are controlled by a simple circuit, and does not
require a programmable device or processor of any sort. The scheme is as follows: A minute fraction
of the power flowing from the transceiver(s) to the antenna is diverted using a coupler. The coupler
output is input to a multiplexer with channels corresponding one-to-one to the bands of interest.
The power of the output of each multiplexer channel is sensed. When the power associated with a
channel exceeds a threshold, it is determined that transmission on the corresponding frequency band
is starting, and the appropriate stub is switched into the primary transmission line. The technology
to do this commonplace and simple; thus a specific design to accommodate this is left as the topic
of future work.

It should be noted that the tuner will require power to operate the transmit sensing and switching
circuit. Although it would certainly be an option to apply DC power directly to the tuner, this is not
attractive from an installation perspective. However, two alternative approaches are possible. The
first alternative approach is to send DC power transmitted from the vicinity of the transceiver(s) to
the tuner over the same cable used for RF, using a “bias tee” circuit consisting of a single discrete
inductor and a single discrete capacitor on each end. The second alternative approach is to use a
small fraction of the transmit RF power to charge a battery in the antenna tuner, which in turn is
used to power the transmit sensing and switching circuit.

Finally, it should be noted that a far more sophisticated tuner is technically possible. In military
applications, for example, it is common for an electronic tuner to be used not only to sense transmis-
sion and select tunings appropriately, but also to adaptively determine the best tuning solution [4].3

This has a particular advantage when the antenna installation is such that the antenna impedance
may have an unexpected value. This more sophisticated form of tuning is certainly not precluded
in the current work; however, it is desired to determine first what can be achieved with the simplest
(lowest-cost, perhaps most reliable) possible system.

3Although this reference pertains primarily to HF (3–30 MHz) systems, the principles and techniques are very
similar for VHF and higher-frequency bands.
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4 Performance of Candidate Design

We now consider the performance of the candidate antenna system design with four tuning stubs, as
described in the previous section. The “untuned” receive S/N performance has already been shown
in Figure 2 (and 3), and discussed in Section 2. We now consider the performance as each stub is
activated.

851 MHz Stub Activated: Although it did not appear to be strictly necessary from the anal-
ysis of the Section 2 (for the no-tune case), a stub was implemented for 851 MHz in order to assess
the potential for improvement. The results are shown in Figures 6–8. Note that the stub does not
significantly change the frequency range for 2:1 VSWR below 862 MHz, but it does significantly
improve the VSWR achieved in this range. Similarly, we see a 1.3 dB improvement in ǫTA, putting
it within 0.3 dB of the the 851 MHz QWM. Figure 8 shows that, should we choose to use this stub
in receive mode, the improvement in receive S/N is 1.2 dB at the nominal frequency; however the
performance is degraded in the lower portion of this band as well as over all of the UHF band.

453 MHz Stub Activated: The results are shown in Figures 9–11. Note that the stub works
as expected, producing 2:1 or better VSWR in 441–462 MHz. Similarly, we see a 4 dB improvement
in ǫTA; however this remains 4.6 dB below the 453 MHz QWM. Figure 8 shows that, should we
choose to use this stub in receive mode, the improvement in receive S/N is 4 dB at the nominal
frequency, making it superior to the QWM over a 12 MHz bandwidth. Interestingly, this stub also
significantly improves receive S/N over the entire VHF-High band.

221 MHz Stub Activated: The results are shown in Figures 12–14. Once again the stub works
as expected, producing 2:1 or better VSWR in 215–226 MHz. We also see an order-of-magnitude
improvement in ǫT and ǫTA, however ǫTA is still very low. The large difference between ǫT and ǫTA

indicates that the horizon-directed pattern gain (DH) is very low. Since it does not really make
sense that the directive gain of an electrically-small antenna should be able to vary sufficiently to
cause this, the more likely explanation is that the method compute DH is becoming invalid as the
antenna enters the extremely electrically-small regime (its length is just 0.17λ at this frequency);
certainly the infinite ground plane approximation is expected to begin affecting the results. Future
work will be invested in sorting this out; most likely an improved method for estimating the antenna
equivalent currents is required. If we make the comparison on the basis of ǫT as opposed to ǫTA,
and assuming DH ∼ 5 dB for the QWM, the performance of the tuned candidate monopole and the
221 MHz QWM is about the same; so the transmit efficiency is probably OK in this case. Figure 14
shows that, should we choose to use this stub in receive mode, the improvement in receive S/N is
about 6 dB at the nominal frequency, making it comparable to the 221 MHz QWM over the 2 MHz
range of interest in this band.

153 MHz Stub Activated: The results are shown in Figures 15–17. Once again the stub
works as expected, producing 2:1 or better VSWR in a 2 MHz bandwidth. The situation with ǫT

and ǫTA is the same as it was in the 221 MHz stub case; see discussion above. Figure 17 shows that,
should we choose to use this stub in receive mode, the improvement in receive S/N is about 12.5 dB
at the nominal frequency, bringing it to within 2 dB of the 153 MHz QWM. The improvement is
limited to only a part of the VHF-High band, however.
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Figure 6: Candidate monopole with the 851 MHz stub set: Transmit VSWR seen by transceiver.
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Figure 7: Candidate monopole with the 851 MHz stub set: Horizon EIRP relative to power available
from transceiver into a reflectionless matched load.
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Figure 8: Candidate monopole with the 851 MHz stub set: Receive S/N at transceiver input.
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Figure 9: Candidate monopole with the 453 MHz stub set: Transmit VSWR seen by transceiver.
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Figure 10: Candidate monopole with the 453 MHz stub set: Horizon EIRP relative to power available
from transceiver into a reflectionless matched load.
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Figure 11: Candidate monopole with the 453 MHz stub set: Receive S/N at transceiver input.
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Figure 12: Candidate monopole with the 221 MHz stub set: Transmit VSWR seen by transceiver.
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Figure 13: Candidate monopole with the 221 MHz stub set: Transmit power efficiency (ǫT ). Note
that ǫTA (the horizon EIRP relative to power available from transceiver into a reflectionless matched
load, shown in previous figures) peaks below the bottom edge of the plot. ǫTA is shown for the
comparison cases.
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Figure 14: Candidate monopole with the 221 MHz stub set: Receive S/N at transceiver input.
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Figure 15: Candidate monopole with the 153 MHz stub set: Transmit VSWR seen by transceiver.
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Figure 16: Candidate monopole with the 153 MHz stub set: Transmit power efficiency (ǫT ). Note
that ǫTA (the horizon EIRP relative to power available from transceiver into a reflectionless matched
load, shown in previous figures) peaks below the bottom edge of the plot. ǫTA is shown for the
comparison cases.
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Figure 17: Candidate monopole with the 153 MHz stub set: Receive S/N at transceiver input.
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